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From the Superintendent…..

Interesting times aren't they? This edition has been particularly difficult to
put together due to waiting to see
what the next couple of weeks offers.
This has been going on since March
15th.
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Shayla Clark - V. P.
Tiana Gaines
Stacey Parks

Since then life has been significantly
altered on so many levels. For education it has been a total change in how
we have addressed the end of the
year challenge of educating our students amid the COVID-19 Pandemic.

Hope Reynolds
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Dr. Timothy Caldwell
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tered through this process, we have experienced losses. All students will have
missed out on an important educational
segment as well as spring activities.
Seniors will ultimately bear the brunt of
this with all the last-year spring activities; their educational preparation for
their next step past high school, no
prom, no senior year in sports, no senior year in music performances... the list
goes on. However, they can claim...

Ken Buck summed up the education
response in the following article he put
out;

“We gave educators almost no notice
during this pandemic. We asked them
to completely redesign what school
looks like and in about 24 hours local
administrators and teachers Apollo
13’d the problem and fixed it. Kids
learning, children being fed, and
needs being met in the midst of a
global crisis. No state emergency did
this. No so-called national experts on
curriculum. The local educators fixed it
in hours. HOURS. In fact, existing
state and federal policies actually created multiple roadblocks. Local schools
figured out how work around those
too. No complaining and no handwringing — just solutions and amazingly clever plans. I want you to remember this the next time someone
tries to convince you that schools are
better run by mandates from noneducators. Remember this the next
time someone tells you that teachers
have it easy because they have summers off. Remember this the next time
someone tries to persuade you that
educators are not amongst the most
ingenious people in society. And
please never let us hear you say
again, “Those who can’t do anything
else just go into teaching.” Get out of
the way of a teacher and watch with
amazement at what really happens.“
With the successes we have encoun-

What about graduation? On page 6
of this newsletter I have provided information concerning graduation. This is
the one thing this district wants to make
sure our senior class does not miss out
on this year.
I have been extremely pleased with the
efforts of our staff in coping with this
challenge. Teachers have spent many
hours in preparation to deliver a totally
different style of learning for our students. Classified staff members have
stepped up to fill different duties to
meet the new challenges and needs of
the district. Also recognition goes to the
food service personnel who have continued to provide breakfast and lunches
for those children wanting to partake of
this opportunity to receive free meals.
It is the hopes and prayers that this will
pass and the schools will be open this
fall. That said, our district will prepare
for the challenges that lie ahead. There
has been a lot of change in our society
in the past two months. There will be
changes that occur in the next two.
This fall will see significant changes that
we do not fully comprehend at this
time. But USD 398 will prepare for what
lies ahead.
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Preschool Enrollment for next year
Our district is extremely fortunate to offer preschool for 3 and 4 year old children residing in our school district. Our preschool sessions run Tuesday through
Friday in conjunction with our school year . We offer two sessions of pr eschool. The morning session will be from 7:55 AM - 10:55 AM. The afternoon
session will be held 12:25 PM- 3:25 PM.
In order to attend preschool, your child must be 3 yrs. old by August
31, 2020. It is our intent that every four year old who lives in our
school district be given the opportunity to attend preschool. However,
due to the popularity of the program, three year old students will also be allowed to attend as slots
become available.
If your child is currently attending our preschool, just call the grade school and let us know that you
plan on continuing in the fall. If your child has not yet attended the preschool, please call the school
at 620-983-2188 to receive an application.
According to the guidelines mandated to us, we must make sure that all students who qualify are
identified and accepted. We are hopeful that all 4 year olds & 3 year olds in the district who apply
will be able to attend, but we will be able to make the final decision about who is accepted and whether your child will be attending the morning or afternoon session after our enrollment dates in early
August.
Preschool is not mandatory. However, we ask that if a child is enrolled in the fall to attend preschool,
that the parents make every effort to ensure his/her attendance daily. This is important so that a
‘slot’ is not taken when it could have been used for another child. We are grateful for the opportunity
to provide this additional educational experience to the younger members of our district. If anyone
would like more information, or has any questions or concerns, or if you know of a student who will be
eligible for preschool, please call the school.

Since we have a lot of our Kindergarten students coming out of the USD 398 Pre-School Program, we do not
have a “Kindergarten Roundup” in the Spring. Instead, we simply ask parents of kindergarten students not in
our pre-school to contact Juanita at the PBES elementary office for information and to have their prospective
student’s name placed on the 2020-21 Kindergarten list.
Any pre-assessment prior to kindergarten will be set up during enrollment in August. Current numbers
indicate about 17 kindergarten students for the 2020-21 school year. So as you can see, it is important for parents to sign up so we can make preparations for the enrollment of the class of 2033.
So call now if you have a kindergarten student next year. -Thank you.
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PBMHS – Principal Corner
I hope our newsletter finds everyone healthy and well. Over the past six
weeks I have been extremely humbled watching our staff, students, parents
and community come together to support our students of PeabodyBurns. The transition from normal schooling to a blended-online platform
has not always been a smooth one. However, as each challenge has arisen,
our staff, students and parents have met each issue with confidence and we
have successfully navigated the necessary changes.
The sudden closure of schools has left many students feeling a sense of
loss. For our seniors that is especially true as the spring semester is normally filled with events that signify
the successful conclusion of their high school careers. Many of these events cannot be rescheduled or accommodated under the corona virus safety precautions. However, Graduation is one ceremony we are determined to make happen. Conversations continue to take place concerning graduation as we continue to
get new information from the Governor, Kansas Department of Health & Environment, and the Kansas Department of Education.
Rest assured that Peabody-Burns will have a Graduation Ceremony to honor our Senior Class as well as
their parents. How it will look and be conducted is not yet settled, and we are actively looking to answers to
those questions.
I am extremely proud to be a part of the Warrior Nation. Working with our students, staff, and parents
makes it clear that our community values education and puts students’ needs first.
If you have any questions, ideas or would like to visit with us, please don’t hesitate to call the high school or
email us. We look forward to continuing to serve our students throughout the end of the 2019-2020 school
year.
Best Regards,
Scott Kimble – Principal

Congratulations to the 2020-21 cheer squads!!
Football cheer:
Madyson Foth, Hadlye Clark, Kaete Johnson, MacKenzie Eden, Mya Winter,
Kalea Craig, Lexi Davis, Ryleigh Hunsucker, Wylda Page

Basketball cheer:
Madyson Foth, Hadley Clark, Kalea Craig, Lexi Davis, Wylda Page, Ryleigh Hunsucker
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PBHS Graduation
Peabody-Burns High School administration is doing what administrators all over the state are doing; looking for a way to hold a
graduation ceremony for their
seniors. This year there will be a
vast difference around the state
with what this will look like.
From the start of the covid-19
situation, administration at PBHS
has targeted May 1st as the first
milestone for determining the options for the class of 2020. Now,
with the governor laying out the
phases in moving toward normalcy, plans are being laid for a late
June PBHS graduation ceremony.
Plans are being made to allow for
an outside venue at the high

school. The original thought of
using the football field and stadium was excluded when administration found out the football
field grass has been killed and the
field was being re-seeded.
Those plans changed from the
football stadium to an outside
venue at the high school with
strict efforts to maintain social
distancing for the graduates and
their families. The ceremony is
planned in the same graduation
format as usual, with the commencement being streamlined
with the absence of the faculty
processional, individual distribution of awards, and no band and
vocal performances.

The current state plan relaxes
after June 15th to facilitate this
event. As you have learned, this is
subject to the states’ attempt to
keep the covid-19 virus at bay
while protecting those who may
be susceptible to the deadly results that may occur from exposure.
Keep an eye out for updates on
Facebook and the USD 398 web
site for updates on details concerning the PBHS Class of 2020’s
graduation commencement exercise.

Emerging state budget problems and how they may affect schools
Since half of Kansas’ state
budget goes to education, public
school advocates should take
note that the emerging budget
problems caused by the coronavirus pandemic will likely prompt
changes in state spending.
Gov. Kelly has said she wants to
protect K-12 funding but she also has described the new projected revenue decreases as
“jaw dropping.” State officials

decreased the estimate of how
much Kansas will receive in taxes by $1.272 billion for the remainder of this fiscal year and
the next fiscal year, which starts
July 1.
She believes Kansas can avoid
budget cuts in critical services,
including education, despite the
huge revenue decline.

Kelly noted that the state’s ending balances should provide
enough revenue to end fiscal
year 2020 in the black, but that
problems arise in fiscal year
2021, which starts July 1.

“We are cautiously optimistic

Plan ahead for voting and mail in ballots
Elections will proceed as scheduled this year despite the coronavirus pandemic.
With every seat in the Kansas Legislature on the ballot, the August
primary and November general
elections will be particularly important for Kansas public education.
Patrons are encouraged to vote and
should remind constituents that
Kansas allows all voters to cast
their ballots by mail.

that we may be able to make
some strategic decisions that
help offset painful cuts to critical
services in the current fiscal
year.

The Kansas Secretary of State’s
office oversees the state’s elections. Kansans can vote in person
in advance, in person on election
day and by advance mail ballot. Voters can go to
sos.kansas.gov/elections to find
deadlines for filing for office, changing party affiliation, and advance
voting.
The site also has links for online
voter registration, to request an ab-

sentee ballot, to view the list of filed
candidates, and more.
Since 1996, Kansas has offered
advance voting by mail to all voters; that option may be especially
appealing this year considering
public health concerns. Secretary of
State Scott Schwab says each of
the state’s 105 counties are
equipped and experienced to handle increased numbers of advance
mail ballots and can adjust quantities on demand.
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Kelly hopes schools re-open in August but says if not, Kansas has `gold
standard’ continuous learning program
Gov. Laura Kelly last month said
she hopes schools can re-open in
August but added that if not, Kansas has developed “the gold
standard” for continuous learning.
Kelly was the first governor in the
country to close schools for the
remainder of the school year due
to the coronavirus pandemic
when she issued an executive
order on March 17. The order also
called for a continuous learning
plan.
Two days later, a task force headed by Kansas teachers developed
guidelines for continuous learning
that focused on online instruction,
lesson packets and small group
teaching. Many states have bor-

rowed from the Kansas plan. Forty other states have since closed
schools for the year.
Asked at one of her daily briefings
on pandemic developments if
schools would re-open in August,
Kelly said she hoped so but noted
that some health officials estimate
a second wave of COVID-19 in
the fall.
“Fortunately, Kansas put in what
has really become the gold standard for continuous learning guidelines,” Kelly said, crediting teachers and administrators. She also
said schools have implemented
meal programs, mental health services and child care for front line
health and safety workers.

“So, we have the model. I hope
that we don’t have to use it in August but if the wave comes back
in October or November, we already know what to do,” Kelly
said.
She added, “I want the schools
open, I want Friday night football,
I want all of that to happen. That
is our goal but we are going to be
prepared for either one.”
~ From the KASB Newsroom

Salute to our Teachers and Parents
The final quarter of the 2019-20
school year has been one for the
history books. Parents have been
drawn into their child’s educational process in an unprecedented
way. In conjunction, teachers
have had to extend their classroom to the home environment
and rely on parents to assist them
in their child’s education.

sent via email to all parents looking for feedback to assist the
schools in understanding the positives and negatives encountered
over the final nine weeks of the
school year. This will aid in establishing where student’s studies
fall short, as well as help with
preparation for whatever we face
in starting up the schools this fall.

in to
meeting
this year’s
challenge.
Also, an
equally heartfelt salute to those
parents who accepted the educational challenge to become a larger part of their child’s education
for the final nine weeks of school.

This has been a big learning curve
for all involved. A survey has been

Whatever happens; a Salute goes
out to the work teacher’s have put

We Salute You!

Do your Census...it makes Sense
Every ten years, the
U.S. Census Bureau undertakes a
mammoth task: tallying up all the
people living in the United States
and recording basic information
such as age, sex, and race. The
founding Fathers thought this data,
called the census, was so important they mandated it as part of
the Constitution.

Your participation in the Census
will help ensure our communities
get their fair share of funding for
schools, hospitals, and other education and health programs we need
for strong families. It includes basic
questions and won’t ask about citizenship.
Getting a complete and accurate census count is critically im-

portant. That's why your response is
required by law. If you do not respond, the
U.S. Census Bureau will follow up in
person to collect your response.
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The Annual Sophomore Class
Memorial Day Dinner
Has been Cancelled for 2020
School facilities are closed
thru June 30th
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Students Reconnect Using Zoom
When spring break came, no one
expected it would be the final time they would physically be
together as a class for the 20192020 year. In order to help students stay connected with their
friends, third graders recently began using Zoom to reconnect.

Initially, students were very timid
and unsure about using technology to visit together. Once they
realized they could see and hear
each other just like they were beside them, the flood gates
opened! There was a lot of visiting and sharing (kind of like a
"show and tell" on steroids). It
became a great time of camaraderie to resurface!

Pictured are those saying their goodbyes. They had remained on for
nearly an hour of visiting with their classmates.

Technology has provided a wonderful way to unite while staying safe. The class is planning to meet twice
weekly to give them time together. In such uncertain times, this hopefully will restore some sense of
'normalcy.'

Peabody Fall Festival
Mark your calendars for Saturday September 26, 2020 from 9:00 am to 5:00
pm for a fun day at the downtown Peabody Fall Festival. This is in conjunction with Affordable Street Rods’ open house from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm.

Come and enjoy activities, music, shopping and food. We are looking for sidewalk vendors who have
crafts, home base business, non-profit groups, and group activities.

If you would like an application for this fun-packed day, or more information, please
email; peabodyfallfestival666866@gmail.com
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Annual Driver Education Information
It’s that time of year again when incoming freshmen and those high school students who have not taken
Driver Ed. anxiously await the beginning of Driver Ed. classes. Sign-Up sheets are located in the school
office. Enrollment fees are $205 for those students residing in USD 398 during the 2019-2020 school year.
Non-District students wanting to take drivers education will be charged $305. Classes will be held on when
restrictions are lifted, from 8 to 10 am each day. Plans at this time are June 15-19, 22-26, & June 29July 3, 2020. These classroom dates will be the only time classroom instruction is given. Students will need
to be in attendance each day with no absences or they will have to take driver education next year. Current
laws are as follows;
Instruction permit. The law requires the adult who has a valid driver’s license and is accompanying the
holder of an instruction permit to be at least 21 years old. An instruction permit can be suspended or revoked
like any other driver’s license. The minimum age for application would continue to be 14.
Farm permit. A farm permit is available from age14 until age 17. The law continues to allow farm permit holders to
drive in connection with any farm work and to drive to and from
school. It allows permit holders who are 16 or older also to drive at
any time from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. and while going to or from authorized school activities.

Restricted license. An applicant for a restricted license
must have held an instruction permit for at least one year instead of the current six months. If the applicant is younger
than 16, the applicant must have completed driver’s education. The law requires that a16-year-old applicant is to
have completed at least 50 hours of adult supervised driving,
with 10 of those hours at night; a 15-year-old applicant would
continue to be subject to a requirement for 25 hours of adultsupervised driving. Licensed drivers who are 16 or older also
to drive at any time from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m. and while going to
or from authorized school activities.
Restrictions on non-sibling passengers. The law bans non-sibling minor passengers if the holder of the
restricted license or farm permit is younger than 16. It allows the holder of a farm permit or a restricted license who is at least 16 years old to have one passenger younger than 18 who is not a member of the permit holder’s or licensee’s immediate family.
Restrictions on use of wireless devices. The law bans those with instruction permits, farm permits, or
restricted licenses from operating wireless communication devices while driving except to report illegal activity or to summon emergency help. The law defines “wireless communication device” as “any wireless electronic communication device that provides for voice or data communication between two or more parties.”
Full licensure. Under the law, a first-time applicant has to be at least 17 years old (previous law allowed full
licensure at 16). The applicant for a full license who is younger than 18 must have completed at least 50
hours of supervised driving, with 10 of those hours at night, as in current law.
Penalties. The penalties for violations of driving restrictions:
1. Suspension of a farm permit or restricted license for any violation of restrictions or if the holder has two or
more accidents chargeable to the holder.
2. Suspended restricted licenses’ or farm permits can not be reinstated for one year if two or more accidents
are charged to the holder.
3. The holder who is younger than 16 and convicted of two moving violations committed on separate occasions is not eligible to receive an unrestricted license until age 17. Also, if the holder of a farm permit or
restricted license is 16 and convicted of two or more moving violations committed on separate occasions,
the holder may not receive a driver’s license that is not restricted until age 18.
4. There is also an added required suspension of driving privileges for those guilty of violating permit or license restrictions: 30 days for a first conviction, 90 days for a second conviction, and one year for a third
or subsequent conviction.
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PBES classes will continue to have a Pop Tab & Box Tops Contest every month
throughout the 2020-2021 school year! Please save your Pop Tabs and Box Tops
all summer long, to get a good start to the new school year.
Parties will go to the classroom that collects the most Pop Tabs and Box Tops. What fun! Thank
you for all you collected this school year. This school year was cut short but we did collect two 33
gallon barrels full of pop tabs. Thank you students. We had an amazing amount of tabs even
though we didn’t get April & May tabs.
Later this summer, when it is safe to travel, the tabs will be taken to the Ronald McDonald House
in Kansas City to help families that stay at any of the Ronald McDonald Houses.
The Box Tops that students collect help in purchasing items for the children to
use such as playground items, balls, nets, indoor recess games, etc.

Activities Director Report
It has been a tremendous year for WARRIOR NATION. It has been a very difficult way to wrap
up the year. I want to thank everybody for their support to all of our programs throughout the year.
All our students involved in any activity are really grateful for everything that their community
does to support them. I am extremely lucky to be in a district that cares so much for their students and
programs. I know you do not get thanked enough, but the administration team is grateful for everything that you as a community do.
First and foremost I want to say how sad I am as the AD that our spring sports/activities didn’t
get the chance to compete or perform. To the senior class of 2020, THANK YOU for four years of hard
work and dedication to Peabody- Burns. We all know that each of your high school careers ended in a
blink of an eye but as you look back on the past four years I hope each of you know how proud of you
we are.
Winter sport athletes will be getting their awards, certificates, pins, and bars during the same
days as computer drop-off. Any not picked up will be kept in the office to be picked up in the fall when
school resumes.
As we look forward to 2020-2021 we will have some coaching positions open, if you know of
anyone interested, or you yourself are interested, please email at jlaney@usd398.com

MS Boys Basketball Head Coach
Thank You
Joshua G Laney
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Governor’s plan: What it means for schools
Kansas schools are still closed, but some possible loosening of restrictions on students being taught
in school buildings are included in Gov. Laura Kelly’s plan to gradually re-open Kansas during
the coronavirus pandemic.
Even so, the issue of how or if schools will re–open on time for the upcoming school year remains in
question. In her statewide televised address on Thursday, Kelly said, “We don’t yet know what
school will look like in August.”
On March 17, Kelly issued an executive order that closed schools to student instruction until May
29 with the exception of operating a school with fewer than 10 students, instructors or staff while
observing social distancing. The order also put into motion what has become the Continuous Leaning plan for students to be instructed through online teaching and lesson packets dropped off at students’ homes.
In her new plan, Kelly states it may be possible, no earlier than May 18, for K-12 educational facilities to increase the 10-person limit to 30 students, instructors or staff to be present for normal operations. Additionally, her plan envisions the possibility of increasing that further to 90 people on
June 1 or later.
Kelly said the phased-in plan should be seen as a baseline structure to reopen the Kansas economy
and that local governments can impose additional restrictions as they see fit.
Kelly said she will evaluate numerous factors to determine if the state should move to the next
phase of opening. Those factors include 1.
the state’s disease spread, testing rates, death rates, hospitalizations, ability of state and local public health authorities to contain outbreaks and conduct contact tracing, and personal protective equipment availability.
Throughout the phases, Kelly urged Kansans to continue to adhere to hygiene and social distancing
protocols, including: washing hands frequently, while avoiding contact with one’s face; remaining
home when sick or running a fever; following isolation and quarantine orders issued by state or local health officers; wearing a cloth face mask when in public and working remotely, if possible.
“Even if Kansans do everything perfectly for the next couple of months, new outbreaks are almost
inevitable until a COVID-19 vaccine is developed, manufactured and made widely available. It is
essential that we make this transition slowly, gradually and cautiously,” Kelly said.
KASB News Article, May 1, 2020

The Warrior Times can be found on-line In Color at;
http://www.usd398.net
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Counselor’s Corner
Haley Vivone
Important dates

Contact
PHONE:
620-983-2196

EMAIL:
hvivone@usd398.com

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL
AND HEALTH AWARENESS
DATES
MAY
1-7

Choose Privacy Week

4-8

Children’s Mental Health Awareness Week

4-8

National PTA Teacher Appreciation Week

16

Armed Forces Day

17

International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia, and Biphobia

25

National Missing Children’s Day

31

World No Tobacco Day

May 8th- Last Day of Zoom Classes
to work on and turn-in assignments, projects,
MayStudents
8th- Lastwill
Daycontinue
of School
th.
etc. until
May
15
August th19th- thFirst day of the 2020-2021
May
11Year.
- 15 - Returning Assignments/Materials/Chromebooks
School
Once students are done with their homework and/or classes, Students
are asked to return their Chromebook and/or homework to the high
school between 9am-3pm to the Library. These materials can also be
dropped off at the lunch distribution locations (High School and Burns
Community Center), or to your lunch route driver, between the times
of 11am-12pm.
August 19th- First day of the 2020-2021 School Year.

Graduation
Due to the current situation that we are facing, Graduation will look
different this year than it has in the past. The current plan for graduation
includes:
~ June 27th at 2:00 pm is the current planned time.
~ At this time we are asking that the graduate only invites 2
individuals to the in-person celebration.
~ We plan to live-stream graduation on our Facebook page for those
who cannot be there in-person
More updates to come regarding graduation as the date gets closer will be
posted on our website and Facebook page.

SELF-CARE IDEAS FOR AT HOME
Here are some great self-care tips for students & adults
tice at home:
Deep Breathing
Yoga
Journal your thoughts
Arts & Crafts
Listen to music
Unplug

that you can pracRead a book
Walk outside
Treat yourself

SCHOLARSHIP POSTINGS
For Seniors & Senior Parents:
New scholarship opportunities are being posted almost every week. Seniors have access to various scholarships through Google Classroom. I
would encourage students and parents to also keep watch of their future
post-secondary school website for institution scholarships available.
If students need assistance in completing scholarship forms, please contact
Ms. Vivone.

NEED A GOOD BOOK TO READ?
On March 15th, TumbleBooks, a world leader in online children’s book
databases, announced that it is making its family of online libraries available for free to our School until at least August 31, 2020.
Its flagship product, TumbleBooklibrary (www.tumblebooklibrary.com) is
a collection of animated talking picture books, read-alongs, ebooks, quizzes, lesson plans, and educational games which is used by thousands of
schools and public libraries in over 100 countries across the world.
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Press release for Josh Hedrick’s KIC award:
Nine students from across Kansas received honors for their outstanding use of assistive technology designed to promote independent living for people with disabilities. Kansas Infinitec
Coalition, a division of United Cerebral Palsy Seguin of Greater Chicago, presented the honors
at its thirteenth annual awards luncheon, December 6, 2019, at The Doubletree Airport
Conference Center in Wichita.
This year’s student recipients were nominated by teachers, therapists and selected by a committee of assistive technology experts for outstanding school and community accomplishments
resulting from their mastery of assistive technology.
Each year, a small group of students from across the state are singled out to be recognized for
their advancements through the use of assistive technology. The event is a very powerful one
in the lives of the students who are honored and serves as a reminder of what can be achieved
when students, parents, teachers, and related service providers work together. Our congratulations go out to Josh for the excellent progress he has made. Way to go Josh!
Josh is an 8-year old student that attends Peabody-Burns Elementary part of Peabody-Burns
USD 398 school district in the Marion County Special Education Cooperative. Josh is an energetic young man that has a zest for life. In the summer, Josh can also be found riding his bike
and playing baseball. He loves building and activities require problem solving and strategy.
Josh is very social and enjoys playing with the students in his class.
He uses an iPad with Proloquo2go to communicate with others. He uses his communication
device to build sentences, write stories and answer questions in the classroom. The family
likes to use the communication system as part of their bedtime routine to make up stories and
adventures. Josh absolutely loves his mom, dad, and grandma. Josh started using his communication device in preschool but has mastered it in Kindergarten. His communication system
helped him develop language and increased his self-confidence. Josh’s relationships with staff
and students continue to grow with the support of augmentative alternative communication.
Josh demonstrates a level of independence that both surprises and delights his teachers. He
frequently models how to use his device with staff at his school. He deserves this award as he
embraces technology to the fullest extent possible.
The work of the Kansas Infinitec Coalition goes beyond its important efforts to identify and
honor students who overcome significant barriers to achievement through the use of assistive
technology. KIC provides educators in Kansas with access to resources, information, and training on state of the art assistive technology, Universal Design for Learning, technology-based
resources, and much, much more. In fact, over 600 presentations are available in the Infinitec
Online Classroom. Through Infinitec all school districts in Kansas have access to InfiniTEXT, a
repository of digital learning resources to support students with print disabilities. You can find
more info about Infinitecat www.ksdetasn.org/infinitec or www.myinfinitec.org/home.
Continued next page….
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“As these remarkable young people remind us, disabilities are less important than abilities
— what people are capable of doing, given tools and opportunities,” said Dr. Paul Dulle, President of UCP Seguin Foundation. “These real-life examples show us how important it is to look
beyond the wrappers we are all born in, to see what is truly important.”
About Infinitec
Infinitec is the technology services of
United Cerebral Palsy Seguin Services of
Greater Chicago a non-profit human services agency. Infinitec’s mission is to advance independence and promote inclusive opportunities for children and adults
with disabilities through the power of
technology. Infinitec works closely with
the school districts of Kansas through
KIC -Kansas Infinitec Coalition.

About Kansas Infinitec Coalition
In the summer of 2005, twenty directors
of special education supported by leaders
from the Kansas Department of Education and Infinitec established the Kansas
Infinitec Coalition. Dedicated to promoting inclusive opportunities and advancing independence for all students
through technology, the Kansas Infinitec
Coalition reaches 248 districts, in more
than 1000 schools, impacting over
360,000 students in Kansas.

Parenting Questions? Call the Parent Helpline at 1-800-332-6378
Parents Helping Parents Support Group (877) 530-5275
Self-Help Network 1-800-445-0116
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Madelaine Jane Beal

Aubrey Nichole Craig

Dena Jean Crick

Mone Evalena Daun Fritz

Lindsey Nicole Fry

Morgan Janae Gaines

Paige Kaylee Garcia

Andrew Scott Hauck

PEABODY-BURNS
CLASS OF 2020

Bastian Herwig

Adriana Michelle Newman

Thomas Michael Page

Jack Leroy Parks
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Jess Dale Philpott

Landon Trintun Rives

Lexi Grace Schreiber

Clarissa Lynn Stokes

Caleb Scott VanCuren

Summer Jade Watkins

Tanner Scott Wedd

Tristan Michael Wedd

Rocco Weerts

Class Flower:
Class Colors :

Red Carnation
Maroon & Gold

Class Motto:
"No matter where you go, there you are" – Class of 2020
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